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The Past: License Exempt
� Pros

� A hot-bed of innovation in wireless field—created a 
plethora of novel applications and wireless uses

� An entry point for “free” wireless services

� Led to the development of popular standards such as 
WiFi, Bluetooth and ZigBee

� Spill-over of related innovation to other bands

� Rich eco-system

� Cons

� Built on one caveat – limited (low) transmit power

� Interference/coexistence concerns; coverage issues



The Past: Licensed

� Pros

� Have allowed reliable services

� Near-ubiquitous voice connectivity in public land mobile

� Early data services

� High-quality broadcast services

� Guaranteed clean spectrum for critical services

� Cons

� There are efficiency concerns of such bands 

� Parallel need for more spectrum; mobile data growth



The Present: Stalled Innovation?
� Opportunistic/dynamic spectrum access (OSA/DSA), enabled by 

cognitive radio key impetus of wireless research & innovation 

� Barriers

� Extremely onerous technical requirements to protect incumbents

� Nascent markets

� Geolocation database access and location determination challenges

� Lack of appropriate spectrum

� Resistance of incumbents due to “fairness factor”

� Severe and yet to be defined certification requirements

� Difficulty to scale from test & trial licensing incentives (low cost) to 
commercial deployment (extremely high cost)
� Costs – e.g. nationwide, long-term licence

� Deployment band & conditions of usage are usually different than the wireless test 
& trial scheme used to test the new technology/service



� The mobile/wireless telecommunication market expected 
to continue growing extremely rapidly in the next decade

� Presents many challenges
� Provision of spectrum

� Already getting closer to Shannon capacity. Frequency reuse increase 
(challenging) and more spectrum are the solutions

� QoS guarantee for the given data rate

� Energy efficiency

� Sufficient (quality) spectrum for new players in the market—
competition concerns

� Numerous others…

Moving into the Future: Data Growth



The Future: Pluralistic Licensing

� “Award of licenses under the assumption that opportunistic secondary 
spectrum access will be allowed, and that interference may be caused to 
the primary with parameters and rules that are known to the primary at 
the point of obtaining the license”
� Primary will choose from a range of offered “pluralistic licenses” each with 

associated fees, and each specifying alternative opportunistic secondary 
spectrum access rules with known interference characteristics

� Objective is to incentivize the primary to obtain this type of license 
through means such as a reduced license fee, whereby the opportunistic 
secondary spectrum access will use “cognitive radio” mechanisms to avoid 
causing interference to the primary or to otherwise keep interference 
within known parameters

� Better secondary design can also be incentivised, e.g., through reduced 
certification fee (however, not a core objective of the concept)

� Novel means for spectrum licensing which is fair to both primary and 
secondary users and takes into account requirements of both parties



Pluralistic Licensing
� Why not combine best of the licensed/licence-exempt worlds?

Pluralistic 
licensing

Licensed access:

Reduced fee compared 
with conventional 

license; accepts 
opportunistic access

Opportunistic access:

Low or zero fee; must 
meet requirements for 
awareness of primary 

users



Pluralistic Licensing

� Benefits
� Encourages more robust or better design of primary systems, leading 

to the ability to cope with increased degree/risk of interference among 
other benefits
� Greatly improves spectrum usage efficiency and fairness

� Possible pricing mechanisms for secondary systems (e.g., at certification stage?) 
might also lead to the better design of secondary systems—e.g., incorporating 
sensing for secondary-secondary awareness (better secondary coexistence)

� Allows opportunistic spectrum use while providing any level of 
protection desired by the primary

� Highly flexible dependent on the case-by-case deployment context 
(e.g., intended primary service), even so far as allowing solutions such 
as spectrum sensing and primary beacon transmissions which would 
otherwise not be practical or desirable, while defaulting to safe 
mechanisms such as a geolocation database in cases where a lower 
interference variance is required



Pluralistic Licensing

� Benefits
� No need for the secondary to cope with the inefficiencies of legacy 

primary systems (particularly in “green-field” deployment scenarios)
� In obtaining the license, primary users implicitly accept rules of the band hence 

will be designed and manufactured with better technical capabilities that are 
able to cope with those rules—better rejection of adjacent channel interference, 
better robustness to short-lived interference increases, better sensitivity, etc.

� Highly scalable to progressive deployment in more spectrum bands
� Rules for each deployed band (e.g., the use of spectrum sensing, the geolocation 

database, or potentially even a beaconing mechanism being employed by the 
primary) being determined based on the intended context for that band (e.g., 
the expected primary services(s), expected burden on the primary, etc.)

� Lends well to progressive deployment of primary transmitters as a network 
invests, for example, using a licensing regime similar to light-licensing

� Could even be (carefully) deployed in legacy bands

� Incentivises the primary to make more efficient use of spectrum, and 
to make unused spectrum available
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short range 

devices

e.g., registration 
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Pluralistic Licensing

more 

interference

less 

interference

� A good, adaptable balance between exclusive use and license-exempt 
access

� Primary interference and license fee based on primary/secondary services



Burden on primary License fee

Beacon messages sent by 

primary to ward off secondary
Primary registered in 

geolocation database only

Pluralistic Licensing

Burden on secondary Fee paid by secondary

Low quality sensing 

(e.g., energy detection)

High quality sensing 

(e.g., feature detection), 

for secondary politeness

� Proactive primary mechanisms and pricing

� Possible pricing example for secondary (relevant to secondary-secondary 
coexistence; could be relevant also to primary-secondary)

No sensing (only refers 

to geolocation database)



Pluralistic Licensing
� Process and 

considerations for 
the primary in 
selecting or 
configuring a PL

� Consideration of 
own requirements  
and capabilities

� Consider likely 
types of secondary 
systems (only 
applicable in some 
scenarios)

� Choose 
opportunistic 
access rules hence 
PL characteristics
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Pluralistic Licensing

� Example considerations in choosing/configuring PL
� Fixed vs. mobile (primary and secondary)

� Strongly affects interference dynamic need to monitor/adapt, etc.

� Packet-data or not (primary)?
� Packet-data usually more robust

� Simplex vs. duplex (primary)
� Duplex usually implies feedback channel: ability to adapt to 

changing situation  in terms of interference or channel quality

� Analogue vs. digital (primary)
� Increasingly rarely a concern nowadays, but usually digital is more 

robust

� Selection of, or scope for variation of base–level primary 
characteristics to mitigate interference, e.g., even simplex 
could be more robust if the coding rate were higher



� We argue that “pluralistic licensing” should 
become the de facto form of license awarded in 
newly designated bands

� Should also be offered to the primary as a licensing 
option in existing bands in cases where 
interference to legacy devices that might exist in 
the band can be avoided

� Under such an approach, opportunisitic
secondary spectrum access can be realised 
today (well, almost…see next slide)

Our Suggestion



� Complexity
� Likely requires technology for its management (e.g., a geolocation

database, with more advanced capabilities than current proposed 
database implementations)

� More intricate assessment (pre-deployment) and monitoring 
(post-deployment) of the correct operation of the concept

� Geographical harmonization challenges, e.g., ensuring that devices 
don’t interfere when travelling to different regions

� Pricing and associated challenges

� Configurations under different combinations of 
primary/secondary services
� Is implicitly done by the primary in selecting/configuring the PL, 

however, this selection should be simplified with a clear taxonomy 
of options and associated performance studies

BUT, There are Challenges and Areas of 

Future Work Ahead



That’s all folks!
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